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Welcome

A big Elman Wall welcome to all of our guests for today’s 7th Travel
Directors’ Summit.
I am sure that you will have an energising and stimulating day debating
the challenges and opportunities facing the travel industry, and
businesses in general.
To our regular attenders, welcome back. Thank you so much for letting
us have a day of your valuable time. You will know from previous years
that the content, hospitality and networking will be worth it.

Jonathan Wall,
Managing Director,
Elman Wall
Jonathan is founder and
managing director of Elman
Wall, the UK’s leading firm of
accountants to independently
owned travel companies.
He loves travelling and is
grateful to have been able to
visit so many amazing Travel
Industry conference destinations
and says the longer haul, the
better.
A leading industry figure, there is
not much that can still surprise
him about any aspect of the
travel business.
He would like you to know
that there is absolutely no
coincidence that the Summit
is held within 10 metres of his
seats at Arsenal.
E: jonw@elmanwall.co.uk
T: 020 7600 5667

If this is your first time at a Summit, please know that we simply aim to
‘wow’ you!
Today’s unique event in the travel calendar is aimed primarily at owners
and directors of travel businesses, providing vital knowledge and
inspiration you need to take back to your own businesses.
With so many serious issues going on in the world, we have kept our
theme light, so the day is loosely based around the world of Reality
TV shows. Lots of fun in the titles, but serious in the content and
messages. Planning today made us realise that there should be a ‘fly
on the wall’ documentary as to what really goes on when running a
travel business and the dramas that arise. We’ve covered some of
them today; evacuations, Brexit, currency movements, bonding and
liquidity… the list goes on.
Our day ends with a reception in the very exclusive Diamond Club and
we hope you remain with us and relax with your peers later. My sincere
thanks to you all for making time in your busy schedule to join us; to
all our distinguished speakers, to our supporters and exhibitors who
are featured in this programme; to our fabulous people at Elman Wall,
Summit Advisory, Cavendish Ware, EWHR and Elman Wall Bennett,
and to Deborah and Ann-Marie for making today happen.
Our Summit has become a beacon of quality, excellence and fun in the
Travel Industry. We are immensely proud of it and honoured that you
are here with us.
So, welcome once again to ‘The Real Travel Organisers of the UK have
a Conference!’
Have a meaningful day.

Ian Palmer Director – Head of Audit
Ian is responsible for running the Elman Wall A-Team, encompassing
audit, accounts and spotting opportunities to add value to a business
whenever possible.
‘My role is not just about ensuring our clients feel at ease throughout
the annual audit process and that all deadlines are met, but also to help
with any issues, large or small, that arise throughout the year’.
Ian enjoys visiting the Emirates stadium - he’s yet to see Chelsea lose
here!
E: ian.palmer@elmanwall.co.uk T: 020 7600 5667

Russell Eisen Director – Head of Tax
Russell leads Elman Wall’s Tax Team. At the heart of his approach lies
planning to mitigate tax liabilities and minimise HMRC interference in
clients’ affairs. Planning embraces business reorganisations, company
sales and purchases, as well as family succession planning.
Since each client’s affairs are unique, bespoke solutions are created
backed up by his Yorkshire born no-nonsense attitude. Outside of work,
Russell boasts one of the largest collections worldwide of Floaty Pens
– don’t ask!
E: russell.eisen@elmanwall.co.uk T: 020 7600 5667

Yasin Khandwalla Audit Director
Yasin is responsible for some of Elman Wall’s largest corporate clients
and also specialises in Audit and Advisory in the Travel division.
Yasin has a very client facing role and helps clients with their
responsibilities under UK GAAP and the Travel Regulators. He is also
heavily involved in the management of the Elman Wall A-Team.
‘I take great pride in delivering Elman Wall’s outstanding service to our
clients, both personally and alongside the talented specialists I work with.’
E: yasin.khandwalla@elmanwall.co.uk T: 020 7600 5667

Deborah Potts Director, Summit Advisory
Deborah heads up the Business Growth, Mergers & Acquisitions arm
of Elman Wall. Since 2009, she has also spearheaded the group’s
Marketing within the Travel Industry.
A Cambridge graduate, Deborah has successfully grown many travel
companies and organisations over 30 years, including co-founding an
award winning £26 million tour operation and agency, and
Management Consultancy.
Deborah is a Family Holiday Association Charity Ambassador
and accredited business coach.
E: deborah@summitadvisory.co.uk T: 020 7600 5772
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Programme of Events
8:30

Networking & Refreshments
Photo Opportunities with the FA Cup

9:30

Welcome & Introduction
Jonathan Wall, Managing Director,
Elman Wall Travel Accountants

9:40

‘Britain’s Got Talent’:
Economic Update Post-Brexit
Stephen Blackman,Principal Economist,
Strategy & Corporate Development, RBS

10:20 ‘Call the Experts’
Elman Wall Group Advisors & Friends
11:05 Coffee
11:30 ‘Who Wants to be a Millionaire?’:
Trade Sale v Private Equity
Terry Williamson, Non-Executive Director &
Investor, former CEO of JacTravel Group
12:00 ‘The F Factor’:
Overcoming Fear in Business
International Speaker
Deri Llewellyn-Davies,
Business Strategist & Global Adventurer
12:40 ‘Visit Kent Shore’: The Big Weekend
Sandra Matthews-Marsh,
FTS, MTMI, Chief Executive, Visit Kent
Alison Rice, Chair of Trustees,
Family Holiday Association

Stephen Blackman,
Principal Economist,
Strategy & Corporate
Development, RBS

Terry Williamson,
Non-Executive Director
& Investor, former CEO
of JacTravel Group

Deri Llewellyn- Davis,
International Speaker,
Business Strategist &
Global Adventurer

Sandra MatthewsMarsh MBE,
FTS, MTMI, Chief
Executive, Visit Kent

Alison Rice,
Chair of Trustees,
Family Holiday
Association

A self-confessed geek,
Stephen is a professional
economist with 20 years’
experience. His real love is
spotting social trends and
using research and data to
observe changing patterns
in how we live, work, spend
and behave. Luckily, that’s
also his job, where he gets
to use data-driven research
to advise senior executives
and help shape, sharpen
and support the bank’s
strategy. Stephen’s first
degree was actually in fine
art painting and he believes
communication should be
beautiful and meaningful
as well as interesting and
relevant.

Terry was formerly CEO
for JacTravel, an award
winning B2B global hotel
market-place and Inbound
Travel Services provider.
He recently led the sale
of Jactravel to Webjet plc
for £200m. Terry joined
the company in January
2009, and in 2014 led
an investment into the
company by Vitruvian
Partners for £80m, as its
existing Private Equity
backers (Bowmark Capital)
exited. Having achieved 3
successful PE backed exits
in the last 11 years, he is
now retired from full time
executive roles.

Deri’s experience includes
roles on elite corporate
boards from billion dollar
companies to European
executive board level.
Having run 20 of his
own small businesses,
and advising over 250
more, Deri speaks with
authority on the spectrum
of strategy; from sales,
marketing and finance, to
operations and managing
talent.
Deri uses his signature
Strategy on a Page™
methodology to demystify
these concepts, enabling
audiences to leave with
actionable take aways.

Sandra has a 25 year
career in the tourism
industry. She has been
Chief Executive for Visit
Kent for the last 12 years,
prior to which she was a
senior Director at Leeds
Castle and has held senior
roles in local government.
In 2012 Sandra was
inducted into the Top 100
Club for the most influential
women in the tourism
and hospitality industry.
She was invested with
the MBE in the Queen’s
Birthday Honours 2014 in
recognition of her services
to Tourism.

Alison is the former
editor of BBC Holidays
magazine and Director
of Programmes at the
Travel Channel. Her
award winning career has
included series on BBC
Radio 1, 2, 4, 5 Live and
the World Service. She has
produced and edited travel
series for the BBC, ITV
and BskyB, and regularly
appears on BBC Breakfast
Television, BBC News and
Sky News as well as BBC
radio.

Chris Rowles,
Managing Director,
Serenity Holidays

Ben Sauer,
User Experience
Strategist, Clearleft

Simon Bunce
Director of Legal Affairs
ABTA

Simon Blanchard,
Senior Associate, Opt-4

Benjamin Mee,
Author, & Owner of
Dartmoor Zoo

Brought up in Holland,
Chris gained a degree in
Environmental Science
before discovering the
travel industry. Originally
resort based, he then spent
several years with small
specialist operators before
joining Serenity Holidays
25 years ago. Through
acquisition & start up,
Serenity has grown from a
single destination operator,
to a diverse destination
specialist portfolio.
Currently Treasurer of
AITO, and a real believer
in Sustainable Tourism,
when not working Chris
relaxes by sailing a rather
fast trimaran, or leading ski
mountaineering tours.

Ben Sauer has an English
degree, but don’t hold that
against him. He specialises
in research and product
strategy for companies
large and small across
the world, including the
BBC, Penguin Random
House, Tata, and Tesco;
he also mentors startups.
Organisations often hire
Ben to upgrade their
design skills and digital
culture. Recently he’s
been speaking about voice
interfaces and training
teams in how to design
voice applications across
Europe.

Simon is a solicitor and
was appointed Director of
Legal Affairs and ABTA’s
Company Secretary
in 2004, having joined
ABTA as a Legal Adviser
in 1996. Simon’s team
is responsible for the
provision of legal and
regulatory guidance to
Members; the advice
and alternative dispute
resolution services to
customers of ABTA
Members; and for the
operation and enforcement
of ABTA’s Code of
Conduct.

12:55 Lunch
14:05 ‘I’m a Tourist, Get Me Out of Here’:
When Your Destination is Evacuated
Chris Rowles,
Managing Director, Serenity Holidays
14:45 ‘The Only Way is Alexa’:
Harnessing Voice Technology
Ben Sauer,
User Experience Strategist, Clearleft
15:25 Tea
15:50 ‘Don’t Take Me Out’:
Trading Legally in 2018
Simon Bunce,
Director of Legal Affairs, ABTA
Simon Blanchard, Senior Associate, Opt-4
16:35 ‘Zoo under the Hammer’:
From Dartmoor to Hollywood
Benjamin Mee, Author,
& Owner of Dartmoor Zoo
17:15 Closing Comments
17:25 ‘The Only Other Way is… To The Bar’:
Networking Drinks Reception
Diamond Club, Emirates Stadium

Since joining Opt-4 early
2015 Simon has worked
with a range of for profit
and not-for-profit clients.
His recent activities
have included: GDPR
readiness assessments
for several clients, privacy
notice project across 5
European countries for a
leading travel company,
re-writing the Privacy
Policy for a major airline
and development of GDPR
course content and training
delivery for The Institute
of Direct and Digital
Marketing (The IDM).
Simon is also the author
of “The GDPR: A practical
guide for businesses”.

Benjamin’s emotive story is
one of courage, resilience
and enterprise. He draws
on his experiences of
buying a zoo, overcoming
obstacles such as his
wife’s terminal illness and
caring for his two young
children, and having his
story made into a film.
Benjamin became a
contributing editor to Men’s
Health and a Guardian
columnist before he moved
to Southern France and
began writing a book on
the Evolution of Humour
in Man and Animals. He
has recently been awarded
an honorary doctorate in
science from Plymouth
University and has had a
lifelong interest in the field
of animal intelligence.

Thanks to Our Sponsors
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Marketing
Radar

Moneycorp

Radar was founded 15 years ago by 2
experienced senior executives from the
travel industry; one a technology expert,
the other a marketing expert. During this
time they have designed and built the only
marketing technology system created
specifically for the travel industry. 16 years
of continuous development, enhancement
and refining have made it the premier
marketing technology platform for the travel
sector.

Moneycorp traded £24.6 billion in
currencies in 2016, and has been a
market leader in the fast-moving world of
foreign exchange for more than 35 years.
Along with Elman Wall, this credibility has
attracted a number of prestigious brands,
such as CNN, The Telegraph, The ICAEW,
The FT and DIT to work with us as their
trusted partner.

It’s not only our size, security, FCA
regulation, and 5A1 credit rating that set us
apart from our competition, but our ability
to offer forward lines deposit free, saving
companies thousands in upfront costs.

Cork Bays & Fisher has been specialising in
offering vital insurance protection for over
30 years to the UK travel trade, providing
travel bonds, tour operator liability
insurance and insurance for travel agents.

Contact us to discuss a free currency
heath-check to ensure you’re getting the
most out of your exchange and payments.

We offer services ranging from simple oneoff payments through to high-level contract
options, and will build you a bespoke
foreign exchange strategy to maximise the
value of your currency requirements while
mitigating market risk.

Contact: Tobias Woodward
T: 02038 230 526
E: tobias.woodward@moneycorp.com
W: www.moneycorp.com

All our clients have different insurance
requirements and so our expertise is both
varied and extensive. Using our knowledge
and combined experience, we are able
to tailor our insurance products to meet
your particular needs. This together with
exceptionally high service levels, means
we can provide a complete, cost effective,
insurance solution.

Radar have implemented many projects
with major tour operators, specialist tour
operators and agency chains and consortia
– for UK and overseas operators.

Cork Bays & Fisher

Radar recently saved Martin Randall Travel
£43k by the application of science (and
technology) to the targeting of a brochure
mailing. The mailing out-performed the
previous year’s in terms of numbers of
bookings.
Currently Radar are focussing much time
and effort working with our partner, Opt-4,
to ensure that all of our clients achieve
GDPR compliance ahead of the May 2018
enforcement date.

Our portfolio covers all types of insurances
including Travel Bonds for the travel
industry. Property Insurance, Public
and Products liability insurance, Office
Combined insurance, Catastrophe
Insurance, Business travel insurance,
Travel industry crisis management
insurance, Management Liability insurance,
Caravan industry insurance, Motor Trade
insurance.
Contact: Cliff Flack
T: 0207 655 8082
E: Clifford.flack@corkbaysfisher.co.uk
W: www.corkbaysfisher.co.uk

Valitor
Valitor is a leading card acquiring and
issuing bank delivering innovative financial
and technical solutions to companies
across Europe and Scandinavia. With an
established presence, customers in the
world of card payments have a stable,
efficient and secure partner in Valitor.
Delivering reliable, cross border card
payment services with a strong focus on
customer service, Valitor offers full “endto-end” solutions including face-to-face,
chip and pin, and fully secure ecommerce
& virtual terminal processing via the Valitor
gateway engine.
The Valitor travel and leisure sector is
headed up by industry payments expert,
Steve Robinson (ABTA Partner & F.Inst.
TT) who believes that our commitment
starts with fully understanding our clients’
business function, in order to provide
tailored solutions, with first class account
management.
With ever increasing developments in
payments technology, fraud management
and Card scheme mandate , as well
as the requirement to comply with the
Package Travel Directive, Valitor have made
consumer protection and secure card
processing paramount to our service.

Contact: Deb Merrifield
T: 01223 803409
M: 07939 132545
E: deb@marketingradar.com
W: www.marketingradar.com

ForEx… on the Beach

Valitor has been established for over 34
years and is a leading card issuing and
acquiring bank headquartered in Reykjavik,
Iceland and with offices in Central London
and throughout Europe. A member of the
MasterCard and VISA partner schemes,
Valitor is fully regulated across the UK and
EU. Valitor brings security and innovation
to the card payment marketplace and is a
strong and reliable partner for merchants
across Europe.
To join the Valitor community today,
contact:
Steve Robinson
T: 07471 032599
E: steve.robinson@markadis.com
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C&M
Recruitment

Elman Wall HR

C&M Recruitment is the largest specialist
travel recruitment company in the UK and
offers permanent, temporary and contract
roles in a wide range of sectors.

As an employer, there are three key areas
that you need to consider regarding your
HR issues:

Since forming in 1998, C&M has become
the industry’s leading recruitment
consultancy in the UK and has offices in
London, Manchester, Surrey and Sydney.
It has two divisions – C&M Travel
Recruitment, which recruits for all
disciplines and sectors of the travel
industry, and C&M Executive Recruitment,
which specialises in recruiting for senior
positions.
C&M has also recently launched a
department dedicated solely to recruiting
for technology positions based within the
travel industry.
Building lasting relationships that add value
is key to the company’s success, and that
belief has led C&M to win exclusive and
preferred supplier recruitment contracts
with many of the UK’s biggest and most
respected travel organisations.

1) Are you legally covered with the required
procedures and processes in place?
2) Do you keep up to date with your
responsibilities under the ever changing
world of employment law?
3) Are you and your team dealing effectively
with day to day staffing issues such as
absence management, disciplinary and
grievance?

Family Holiday Association
issues. Our HR partner, Claire Steiner, has
over 20 years HR Management experience
and can provide you with a cost effective
solution to helping you with your HR issues.
For more information please
Contact: Claire Steiner
T: 07723 358141
E: Claire.Steiner@elmanwall.co.uk

HR

Human Resources

Elman Wall recognises that many of our
clients do not have formal HR functions
and as such often struggle to deal with the
complexities around legal obligations and
procedures when dealing with personnel

The Family Holiday Association helps
struggling families get a break – anything
from a simple day out to a few days at the
British seaside. The families we support
face some of the toughest challenges life
can bring, from severe and sudden illness
in the family to abuse or bereavement.
They are referred to us by someone already
working with them in a supporting role,
such as a teacher or social worker, or
by other charities such as Barnardo’s or
Shelter.

Every day we are reminded of how a simple
break from daily struggles can be lifechanging for the families we work with.
Because a little sunshine goes a long way.
Contact: Michael Smout
T: 020 3117 0667
E: michael@FamilyHolidayAssociation.org
W: www.FamilyHolidayAssociation.org.uk

100c 70m 40k
90c 50m
10c 100m 90y

Cavendish
Ware
It’s better to do nothing with your
money than something you don’t
understand
- Suze Orman
We start from the premise that clients are
far more interested in what they can do with
their lives than what they can do with their
money.
We will talk to you about your life plans
– family, education, work, retirement,
spending the kids inheritance, philanthropy
– ahead of creating a plan designed to
maximise the chances of achieving your
objectives.
We would normally then take care of your
investments and provide ongoing advice
on how they are managed. Our investment
team has enormous experience, having
worked through many investment cycles.

R&D

Research & Development

We will also work in tandem with our tax
experts to minimise your contribution to the
Exchequer.
Our approach is highly personalised
and enduring; we build close, long term
relationships that develop and strengthen
over time. We are pleased to note that
some clients have now been with us over
three decades.

C&M has a simple goal - to provide the
industry with the most effective, dynamic,
competent and confidential recruitment
service available to travel companies,
executives and candidates.
Supporters of the travel industry through
partnerships with AITO, ITT, ABTA, FAA,
UKinbound and AWTE, C&M Recruitment
is also a member of the REC (Recruitment
& Employment Confederation) and has
an award-winning history that has seen it
receive regular testimonials and praise from
clients, indicating the high level of service
that it provides.

If this sounds appealing we would be
delighted to have an initial conversation to
see how we might help you.
For a Complimentary Initial Consultation,
please:
Contact: Adrian Ware
T: 020 7600 2557
E: Adrian.ware@cavendishware.co.uk
W: www.cavendishware.co.uk

Contact: Barbara Kolosinska
T: 020 7397 1291
E: barbara@candm.co.uk
W: www.candm.co.uk

Made in Britain
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Summit Advisory

Elman Wall Bennett
Elman Wall Bennett was founded
three years ago by David Bennett, as a
consultancy devoted specifically to VAT
and the travel industry.
VAT in the travel industry can be complex
and, as many of you will be aware, everchanging. In the past few years alone
we have had changes to the way TOMS
operates for wholesale businesses, many
Tribunal cases on the issue of principal
vs agency, and the start of a possible
revamp of the EU wide TOMS system.
Going forward, it is clear that we have
further interesting times ahead - Brexit
certainly has the potential to change the
UK VAT system hugely, and the European
Commission’s detailed study into the
operation of the current travel VAT and
TOMS rules could be a game-changer

(especially if, following Brexit, the UK’s
relationship with the EU is radically
different!)
At Elman Wall Bennett, we aim to bring
you all relevant VAT developments and, at
times, help you make sense of them! We
work very closely with businesses to ensure
that they are fully up to date and in control
of their VAT position, and that they get the
most beneficial VAT treatment.
Elman Wall Bennett is made up of David
Bennett and Laura Quirke. David and Laura
have specialised in travel VAT for most
of their careers – David for 33 years and
Laura for 10! They advise a broad range
of tour operators, travel agents, and other
similar businesses and David represents
ABTA on the Fiscal Committee of ECTAA
(the Brussels based body representing

European travel agents and tour operators).
Between them, they have come across
most VAT dilemmas in the industry and are
always happy to discuss these with you.

Summit Advisory is the Business Growth,
Mergers and Acquisitions arm of Elman Wall.

Looking to:

Contact:
David Bennett
T: 01444 455286
E: david@elmanwallbennett.co.uk

•	Sell Your
Travel Business?

Laura Quirke
T: 020 7600 5667
E: Laura.Quirke@elmanwall.co.uk

•	Acquire a
Travel Business?

Our founding directors, Jonathan Wall and
Deborah Potts, combine Travel Industry
Accounting expertise with ‘hands on’ Travel
Entrepreneurship. We understand you, as
well as your travel business.

•	Grow Your
Travel Business?

• Business Valuations

• Exit Planning Programmes
• Business Sales

• Business Acquisitions

When it comes to buying a travel business
or selling your travel business, our
expertise and contacts are second to none.
You benefit from our in-depth knowledge
of hundreds of travel businesses, acquired
over 30 years.

• Shareholder Sale Facilitation

We are uniquely placed to understand
not just your numbers, but also your
‘story’……..and, most importantly, know
who’s buying or selling.

• Business Success Programme

Fully supported, as required, by in-house
Tax, Audit and Personal Wealth management
teams, we are all Travel Industry experts
who have made it our business to
understand your travel business.
Whatever your business challenge is, we’re
here to help you.

“

Our services include:

•	Management Buy-Outs &
Buy-Ins

•	Business Strategy & Growth
Projects

• Business Consultancy Projects
•	Leadership &
Management Training

Call us to book a Complimentary,
Confidential Consultation now.
Contact: Deborah Potts or Jonathan Wall
T: 020 7600 5772
E: deborah@summitadvisory.co.uk
W: www.summitadvisory.co.uk

Summit Advisory Testimonials
Jonathan and his team
have always offered sound
commercial and practical
advice over our multiple
acquisitions
Suzanne Horner, CEO,
Gray Dawes

Ray & I would like to thank you sincerely for your help in selling
our business. We could not have done it without you. The
message has to be, “Where else can you get such expertise,
support and effectiveness under one roof? How can anything else
possibly compete?”
We don’t think there is any other firm that can.
Annie & Ray Long, Former Owners of Long Travel

Summit Advisory steered me through the
business sale process.
They took the time to understand our business
and the Educational Travel sector. I appreciated
their continuous guidance and support
John Baines, Former Owner, Rhapsody Tours

Our dealings with Summit have always
been very professional and efficient. We
have never had any reservations about
recommending Summit and the Elman Wall
group to any of our business contacts.
Carey J Fletcher, Group Chairman,
China Holidays

Deborah and her team at Summit Advisory were involved right from the beginning. We needed an
experienced professional to help us; we knew we needed Summit Advisory. Deborah and Ann-Marie
would be on hand at any time, day or night and we always felt well informed and clearly advised.
When I wake I now think on the opportunities of what the future might hold for Kay and I. This is
possible because of Summit Advisory. We are happy and have no regrets, our former
Tour Operating business continues to thrive and….they all lived happily ever after.
Graeme & Kay Mitchell, Former Owners, Brightwater Holidays
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I’m an Accountant… Get Me In There

”
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15 Key
Reasons
Why You
Should Be
Talking To
Elman Wall,
The Travel
Accountants
•	Complimentary
Consultation
•	Guaranteed
Confidentiality
•	We’re an Asset not
an Overhead
•	And we speak
English not
Accountese
Give us a call...

1
Most accountants don’t
understand the Travel
Industry. We certainly
didn’t many years ago.
Our expertise took years
to build, just like yours.
Expertise matters. Travel
is a complex and highly
regulated industry. Quite
simply, there is more to
know and crucially, more to
get right or wrong.
Just like you, we are Travel
Industry experts.

6
TOMS VAT can be a
complex minefield which
we understand and mitigate
for our clients. Try asking
a non travel specialist
accountant if you are over
or underpaying!
Elman Wall Bennett is a
dedicated VAT consultancy
devoted to the needs of the
travel sector.

11
EWHR was formed in
conjunction with an
experienced Travel Industry
HR expert to help our
clients solve people related
issues in their businesses,
together with implementing
best practice HR processes
and procedures. This is an
innovative ‘pay as you go’
service, eliminating longterm support contracts or
expensive lawyers.
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2
We ensure our clients are
fully informed, kept up to
date and understand their
regulators’ requirements,
including CAA, ABTA,
IATA, ABTOT and Trust
Accounts. We enjoy
excellent relationships and
communication with leading
regulatory authorities.

7
Our Travel Tax Team has
an outstanding proven
track record of saving
travel businesses tax. Our
innovative work in the
field of R&D Tax Relief for
travel companies has, for
example, achieved 100%
success rate with HMRC
and resulted in substantial
refunds for clients.

12
We act as a Travel Industry
hub for our clients and have
a network of excellent,
trusted experts and
suppliers at our fingertips
to help your business
become more efficient and
profitable. These include
credit card acquirers,
GDS systems, FOREX,
technology providers, travel
lawyers, insurers and bond
obligors.

3
We have made it our
business to understand all
aspects of your industry
with one thing in mind…
so we can add real value
to your business. Well over
160 travel companies enjoy
our exceptional levels of
client service and dedication
to maximising shareholder
value. We enjoy a 96%
client retention rate, have
numerous testimonials to
share with you and travel
business clients happy
to talk to you and
recommend us.

8
The Elman Wall Travel
Directors’ Summit is the
UK’s leading one day event
for owners and directors
of travel companies. As
our client, you receive a
complimentary invitation
to this highly praised,
prestigious event which
delivers ‘cutting edge’
information on industry
and business hot topics,
in addition to excellent
networking opportunities.

13
Our clients benefit from a
complimentary consultation
with our sister firm,
Cavendish Ware Wealth
Management who are
experts in both building
your personal wealth and
protecting you and your
business from some obvious
areas of risk. Cavendish Ware
is recognised by Citywire as
one of the UK’s leading 100
Financial Advisers.

4
An Audit for us is not just
about the past. To add value
to you, our Audit Team (we
call them the A-Team) uses it
as the opportunity to review
your current performance
and proactively prepare
for the future. As experts,
they are familiar with
regulatory requirements,
booking systems industry
benchmarks and best
practice. They frequently
identify control, process
and system improvements
and uncover cost savings
for you.

9
Our Directors’
Masterclasses which we
run for many leading travel
trade associations are held
regularly for our own clients,
on a complimentary basis.

5
As an Elman Wall client,
we don’t just look after
your travel business, but,
also you, the business
owner or director. Our
Travel Tax Team works
closely with our A-Team
to ensure you minimise
your own personal tax
without ever jeopardising
your company’s bond and
licence requirements, or
future success. We pride
ourselves on this ‘joined up’,
proactive approach to both
your business and personal
tax affairs.

10
When it comes to growing
or selling your travel
company, or acquiring
another business, our inhouse M&A arm, Summit
Advisory, is perfectly
placed to assist you. Our
Travel Industry contacts
and understanding of
the Travel Industry are
second to none.

The Voice…
of Reason

Elman Wall Testimonials

“

We really value Elman Wall’s
specialist Travel Industry
expertise. Their team is extremely
knowledgeable… the partners
are always available for us
Mark Bannister, FD,
Trailfinders

It is refreshing to find an
Audit Team that has such
a good understanding of
our industry.
Noel Josephides,
Chairman, Sunvil
Holiday Group & ABTA

We changed our auditors to Elman Wall as our previous
accountant did not have specific travel industry experience. It
was the best thing we could have done. The staff at Elman Wall
are friendly, helpful and professional and, most importantly,
completely understand our needs. Nothing is too much trouble
for them.
Marilyn Roberts, Financial Director, Jetline Travel
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We were awarded the
Taxation 2015 ‘Best Single
Office Tax Practice’ award.
We also won National
Independent Firm of the Year
at the British Accountancy
Awards 2011, and Greater
London Independent Firm
of the Year and Best
Employer in 2013.
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In most cases, our fees
are no more than you
currently pay a non travel
specialist accountant. You
have nothing to lose, and
everything to gain.

Switching to Elman Wall was one of the smartest decisions
we could have made. Russell and his team have successfully
and knowledgably guided us through the maze of tax
considerations available to our company, in a proactive,
enthusiastic and personable manner. Previous to working
with Elman Wall, we had always wondered whether we were
receiving the best tax advice: we now know that we are.
Neil Fraser, Director, Blue Cube

Elman Wall has been superb in guiding us through the tax
minefield. We as a company have grown from strength to
strength which would not have been possible
without their help and guidance.
George Ross, Managing Director, In2Action
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Strictly…
On Your Side


Twitter
Follow today’s Summit
#EWS17
Download our app

020 7600 5667
www.elmanwall.co.uk/travel-industry
Fax: 020 7600 5800
Email: travel@elmanwall.co.uk
Postal Address
Becket House,
36 Old Jewry,
London EC2R 8DD

HR

Human Resources

100c 70m 40k
90c 50m
10c 100m 90y

R&D

Research & Development

